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Abstract: In the present paper, we study conformal mappings between a connected n-dimension
pseudo-Riemannian Einstein manifolds. Let g be a pseudo-Riemannian Einstein metric of indefinite
signature on a connected n-dimensional manifold M. Further assume that there is a point at which not
all sectional curvatures are equal and through which in linearly independent directions pass n complete
null (light-like) geodesics. If, for the function ψ the metric ψ−2g is also Einstein, then ψ is a constant,
and conformal mapping is homothetic. Note that Kiosak and Matveev previously assumed that all
light-lines were complete. If the Einstein manifold is closed, the completeness assumption can be omitted
(the latter result is due to Mikeš and Kühnel).
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1. Introduction

As is well known, Einstein spaces play a very important role in the general theory of relativity.
The conformal mappings of these spaces has been studied since 1920 by Brinkmann [1], see [2,3].
Brinkmann proved that this task is closely related to the existence of concircular vector fields.

In 1944, Yano [4–7] introduced term a concircular vector field ξ, which satisfies ∇ξ = $ · Id, where ∇ is
affine connection. The existence of concircular vector fields “as a whole” was studied in papers [4–13].

A lot of work has been devoted to special mappings of Einstein spaces, such as [2,3,8,9,14–24].
Kühnel and Rademacher in [21] presented some results on Einstein spaces with a conformal

group, and also conformal mappings. Many of these results are formulated for (geodesical) complete
Einstein spaces.

In our paper, we find a generalization of results by Kiosak and Matveev [19], see Remark 4.

2. Main Results

We suppose that domain V of n-dimensional manifold M is connected and one of the following
condition holds: (1) V is without a boundary; (2) ∂V is the Lipschitz boundary, i.e., domain V lies on one
side of ∂V, see [25], p. 46; (3) V is the weakly Lipschitz domain, see [26].
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The following theorem is proved in our paper.

Theorem 1. Let g be a pseudo-Riemannian Einstein metric of indefinite signature on a domain V of n-dimensional
manifold M. Further assume that there is a point at which not all sectional curvatures are equal and through which
in linearly independent directions pass n complete null (light-like) geodesics. If, for the function ψ, the metric ψ−2g
is also Einstein, then ψ is a constant.

Remark 1. Complete geodesics condition in Theorem 1 can be substituted for closed. (This term is obviously used in
Riemannian geometry).

Remark 2. Evidently, the dimension n in Theorem 1 is more than 3. For n = 2, it is trivial, and for n = 3 any
Einstein space has the constant curvature.

Remark 3. In the four-dimensional Lorentz case, conformal Einstein rescalings of Einstein metrics were described
by Brinkmann [1].

Remark 4. Kiosak and Matveev [19] proved the following theorem (see comments in [21]).

Theorem 2. Let g be a light-line-complete pseudo-Riemannian Einstein metric of indefinite signature (i.e., for no
constant c the metric c · g is Riemannian) on a connected (n>2)-dimensional manifold M. Assume that, for the
nowhere vanishing function ψ, the metric ψ−2g is also Einstein. Then, ψ is a constant.

Remark 5. Theorems 1 and 2 fail for Riemannian metrics (even if we replace light-line completeness by usual
completeness)–Möbius transformations of the standard round sphere and the stereographic map of the punctured
sphere to the Euclidean space are conformal nonhomothetic mappings. One can construct other examples on warped
Riemannian manifolds, see ([20] Theorem 21).

Remark 6. By Theorem 1, pseudo-Riemannian Einstein metrics of indefinite signature with n complete light-line do
not admit nonhomothetic conformal complete vector fields. The Riemannian version of this result is due to Yano and
Nagano [13]. Moreover, the assumption that the metric is Einstein can be omitted (by the price of considering only
essential conformal vector fields): as it was proved by Alekseevskii [27], Ferrand [28] and Schoen [29], a Riemannian
manifold admitting an essential complete vector field is conformally equivalent to the round sphere or the Euclidean
space. It is still not known whether the last statement (sometimes called Lichnerowicz–Obata conjecture) can be
extended to the pseudo-Riemannian case, see [30] for a counterexample in the C1-smooth category, and [31,32]
for a good survey on this topic.

Remark 7. A partial case of Theorem 1 is ([21] Theorem 2.2), in which it is assumed that both metrics are complete.
This extra assumption is very natural in the context of [21] since the paper is dedicated to the classification of
conformal vector fields; moreover, Theorem 2.2 is not the main result of the paper. It is not clear whether, in the proof
of ([21] Theorem 2.2), the assumption that the second metric is complete could be omitted.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

It is well known (see for example ([1] Equation (2.21)), ([20] Lemma 1) or [2,3,15,23]) that the Ricci
curvatures Rij and R̄ij of two conformally equivalent metrics g and ḡ = ψ−2g = e−2ϕg on the domain V of
manifold M are related by

R̄ij = Rij + (∆ϕ− (n− 2) ‖∇ϕ‖2) gij +
n− 2

ψ
∇i∇jψ. (1)
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We rewrite Equation (1) to the following form:

∇i∇jψ = $ gij, (2)

where $ is a function on the domain V. It is evident that ξh = ∇αψghα (gij are components of the inverse
matrix gij) is a concircular vector field.

Kazdan and deTurck [33], see [14], proved that locally there exists an analytic coordinate system x in
an Einstein manifold, i.e., the components gij(x) are real analytic functions. Therefore, the functions ψ(x)
and $(x) that satisfy Equation (2) are also real analytic, see [18], ([23] p. 143).

Consider a null (light-like) geodesic γ(t) of the metric g. Since the geodesic γ(t) is complete,
γ(t) satisfies equation ∇γ̇γ̇ = 0 on the whole R, where γ̇ is the velocity vector of γ. “Light-like” means
that g(γ̇(t), γ̇(t)) = gij γ̇i(t)γ̇j(t) = 0. It is well known that, if this property is fulfilled in one point, then it
is fulfilled at every point of the geodesic.

We calculate d2

dt2 ψ(γ(t)) = ∇i∇jψ(γ(t)) γ̇iγ̇j. Since Rij, R̄ij and ḡij are proportional to gij, therefore,

from Equation (1), we obtain d2

dt2 ψ(γ(t)) = 0. Evidently, ψ(γ(t)) = const1 · t+ const. Since by assumptions
the function ψ is defined on the whole R and is equal to zero at no point, we have ψ = const along complete
light-like geodesics. See, for example, [19].

It is known, for example ([23] p. 115), that, from the Ricci identity

(∇k∇j −∇j∇k)ψi = ψhRh
ijk,

where Rh
ijk are components of the Riemann tensor curvature and ψi = ∇iψ; from Equation (2), we obtain

ψhRh
ijk = gij∇k$− gik∇j$. (3)

After contracting (3) with gij, we get

∇i$ = − R
n(n− 1)

ψi,

where R = Rijgij is the scalar curvature on V; evidently, R is a constant.
We found a linear Cauchy system of differential equations in covariant derivatives

∇iψ = ψi,

∇iψj = $ gij,

∇i$ = − R
n(n− 1)

ψi,

(4)

with respective unknown functions ψ(x), ψi(x) and $(x).
This system has at most one solution on V which meets the requirements for the boundary ∂V for the

Cauchy initial conditions (in a detail see [23], pp. 130–133)

ψ(x0) = ψ0, ψi(x0) = ψ0
i , $(x0) = $0.

Evidently, for initial conditions ψ(x0) = ψ0, ψi(x0) = 0, $(x0) = 0, Equation (4) has a unique trivial
solution ψ(x) = ψ0, ψi(x) = 0, $(x) = 0 for all x ∈ V.
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The condition (3) with (4) has the following form:

ψhYh
ijk = 0, (5)

where δh
i is the Kronecker symbol and Yh

ijk is the Yano tensor

Yh
ijk = Rh

ijk −
R

n(n− 1)
(gijδ

h
k − gikδh

j ). (6)

Deriving (5) and applying Equation (4), we get

$ Ylijk + ψh∇lYh
ijk = 0, (7)

where Ylijk = glhYh
ijk.

Let x0 ∈ V be the point from Theorem 1, which, from the non-identical section curvature in this
point, follows Yhijk(x0) 6≡ 0. Due to n complete light-like geodesics go through at x0, the function ψ(x) is
constant along those geodesics. In these null (isotropic) directions dψ(γ(t))/dt = 0, and because these
n directions form a basis, we obtain ψi(x0) = 0. From (7), it follows $(x0) = 0, and system (4) has only
trivial solutions ψ(x) = ψ(x0) = const. Because V is connected (and meets the requirements for the
boundary ∂V), this local solution may be extended on all V.

4. Example of Non-Trivial Mappings with n-Complete Light-Like Geodesics Go through at the Point

Let M be a part of an n-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space with Cartesian coordinates

(x1, x2, . . . , xn) and metric g =
n
∑

i=1
ei (xi)2, ei = ±1, which is defined by inequality

1
2

c
n

∑
i=1

ei (xi)2 + ψ0 > 0,

where c and ψ0 are positive constants.
Any light-like geodesics with go through at point (0, 0, . . . , 0) is complete on M.
The function

ψ =
1
2

c
n

∑
i=1

ei (xi)2 + ψ0

is a positive solution of Equation (2) on M, and metric ψ−2 g is regular.
Evidently, g and ψ−2 g are Einstein metrics.
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